Measuring electron transport (ETp) across proteins in the solid-state offers a way to study electron transfer (ET) mechanism(s) that minimizes solvation effects on the process. Solid state ETp is sensitive to any static (conformational) or dynamic (vibrational) changes in the protein. Our macroscopic measurement technique extends the use of ETp measurements down to low temperatures and the concomitant lower current densities, because the larger area still yields measurable currents. Thus, we reported previously a surprising lack of temperature-dependence for ETp via the blue copper protein azurin (Az), from 80K till denaturation, while ETp via apo-(Cu-free) Az was found to be temperature dependent ≥200K. H/D substitution (deuteration) can provide a potentially powerful means to unravel factors that affect the ETp mechanism at a molecular level. Therefore, we measured and report here the kinetic deuterium isotope effect (KIE) on ETp through holo-Az as a function of temperature (30-340K). We find that deuteration has a striking effect in that it changes ETp from temperature independent to temperature dependent above 180K. This change is expressed in KIE values between 1.8 at 340K and 9.1 at ≤180K. These values are particularly remarkable in light of the previously reported inverse KIE on the ET in Az in solution. The high values that we obtain for the KIE on the ETp process across the protein monolayer are consistent with a transport mechanism that involves through-(H-containing)-bonds of the β-sheet structure of Az, likely those of amide groups.
Introduction
The blue copper protein, azurin (Az), functions as an electron carrier in the bacterial energy conversion system (1, 2) . The intramolecular electron transfer (ET) reactions in Az in solution have been studied extensively over the last decades by a variety of methods (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . In particular, the ET process between the disulfide radical, RSSR -and the Cu(II) center, or between one of the histidines that was Ru-labeled and the Cu(II) center, has been studied by pulse radiolysis (3) or flash-quench (4, 5) techniques, respectively.
More recently, measurements of electron transport (ETp) across Az in the solid-state have been made, mostly by scanning probe techniques (8, 9) . We have previously reported results of macroscopic ETp measurements via Az, and showed that this process is temperature-independent down to 80K, i.e., with no measurable thermal activation barrier (10, 11) . Several factors within the protein may affect ETp through it, such as its primary and secondary structure, and the protein H-bonding network, as noted by Gray and coworkers for ET in Az (2) . To assess the impact of H-bonding on the ETp through Az, we examined the kinetic H/D isotope effect (KIE). Here we are especially interested in its temperaturedependence, because even small differences should be measurable as deviations from the remarkable temperature independence, exhibited by protium Az.
The deuterium KIE on the ET between the RSSR -and the Cu(II) center process of Az in solution has previously been studied as a function of temperature (12) . Interestingly, it was found that the deuterium KIE is < 1 ( at 298K) and this "inverse" KIE was interpreted as the result of increased negative activation entropy for the ET reaction in the protein in H 2 O, compared to that in D 2 O. The "inverse" KIE was therefore explained as being a result of differences in the ET driving force, caused by Az undergoing a slightly larger thermal expansion in H 2 O than in D 2 O (12). The effect of the solvent on the KIE of the redox mechanism of Az was confirmed by Chi et al., (13) . They measured the isotope effect on the electrochemical ET rate between the Cu ion of Az to a gold electrode through an alkanethiol bridge, and concluded that their result was mainly due to the effect of the solvent. Carrying out studies in the solid-state allows focusing more on the intramolecular ETp, by eliminating solvent effects that were shown to have a crucial ef-
fect on the process (12, 13) . Indeed, we find (as reported below) that the deuterium KIE on the ETp process is significantly different from that previously observed in solution.
Results
An earlier published protocol was used for Az deuteration (12) and the extent of the protein's deuteration was determined by NMR. Figure S1 , in the supplementary materials, shows the 1D-NMR spectra of protium-and deuterium-labeled Az. Examination of the amide bond region (at 7.5-9.5 ppm) indicates that the majority of these groups were fully deuterated. Additional protons in the protein might have also undergone deuteration (such as those of the imidazole ring of histidine residues), but these are not clearly observed in the NMR spectra. Comparing the other parts of the NMR spectra shows strong similarity between the protonated and deuterated samples. This indicates that the protein's structural parameters did not change significantly upon deuteration. To further examine the structural similarity between the two samples, we used additional spectroscopic techniques ( Fig. 1) . The circular dichroism (CD) spectra (Fig. 1a) are identical, showing that the deuterated protein retains its secondary structure of mainly -sheets, which is consistent with previous results (14) . Furthermore, the UV-Vis absorption of the charge transfer band of the Cu(II) (625 nm) and the photoluminescence properties of the single tryptophan residue of Az (Fig. 1b and c, respectively), which are also sensitive to the protein conformation, are not affected by deuteration, in agreement with the CD results.
Our earlier described method was used to form monolayers of Az on conductive Si surfaces (10, 11 Comparing the room temperature (298K) current-voltage, I-V curves between deuterated and protium-labeled Az shows that the current density through protiumlabeled Az is higher than that through deuterated Az (Fig. 2b) , yielding a KIE value of 2.4±0.4 (measured at -0.05 V). This value is in contrast to the < 1 value that was measured for the intra-molecular ET from the RSSR -radical to the Cu(II) for Az in solution (KIE=0.7) (12) . In the present solid-state measurements only the tightly bound water molecules that help maintain the native conformation remain, essentially eliminating the solvation effects, but leaving the intramolecular ones. The relatively high observed KIE suggests that the hydrogen-bonding network of the β-sheet array that supports the protein's structure, and that is affected by deuteration, plays a role in the ETp through (i.e., the "conductivity" of) the protein, as will be discussed below.
Temperature-dependent ETp measurements were carried out between 30 and 340K. Figure 3a shows the current density through the protein (measured at -0.05 V) as a function of 1000/T. As we reported recently, ETp through protium Az is temperatureindependent over a similar range of temperatures (10) (cf. Fig. 3a ). Strikingly, we find for deuterated Az two regimes, a temperature-independent one (≤180K) and a thermally activated one (190-340K, Fig. 3b ). The ETp temperature dependence of the deuterated protein leads to a gradually increasing KIE ( Fig. 3c ) from 1.8±0.3 at high temperature (340K) to 9.1±1.1 in the low temperature regime (≤180K), in sharp contrast to the temperature-independent ETp observed for protium Az. The change of the current density of the deuterated sample, as function of temperature, from a thermally-activated regime in high temperatures to a temperature-independent regime at low temperatures, qualitatively resembles the behavior of apo-Az ( Fig. 3d ) (10), as discussed further, below.
In order to verify that the observed effect is indeed a protein-related one, we conducted the same experiment as the latter, only with a thin Au pad as a top contact instead of the used Hg drop (Fig. S2) . The Au pad was brought into contact by using the lift on float on method (16), and yields similar I-V characteristics as the Hg drop (11) . Au pad as a top contact allows reaching higher temperatures than Hg drop, temperatures that are needed in order to observe the effect of the proteins' denaturation on the ETp magnitude. As we previously observed in protium-Az (10), a sharp irreversible decrease in the current density is observed at the temperature of 360K. By using the Au pad as a top contact we also observed a similar drop in current density of the deuterated-Az at the similar temperature range (Fig. S2) , along with the same temperature-dependent behavior as observed with the Hg drop as a top contact, indicating that the observed ETp behavior is indeed related to the protein itself.
Discussion
The KIE for ET processes is mostly related to the barrier for electron tunneling, with values that usually range between 1-3 (17) (18) (19) . Changes in KIE values may be due to two Thus, any measured KIE is due to ETp through the whole protein. Assuming that the electronic coupling (between the protein and the electrode) is comparable between the protium and deuterated samples, due to the similarity in the junction configurations, we conclude that the FC factors are the main cause for the ETp KIE. According to Buhks et al. (17) , if the FC factors are the main cause for the KIE of the ET process, the KIE is expected to markedly increase with decreasing temperature from high temperatures, up to saturation at low temperatures, as our measurements indeed indicate (Fig. 3c) .
The thermally activated ETp of the deuterated sample at ≥180K (Fig. 3b, black squares) can be fitted to an Arrhenius equation ( exp( / ) aB E k T  ), which yields an activation energy of E a = 85 meV (8.2 kJ/mol). As we showed previously (10), the temperature-independent ETp of protium-Az (which corresponds to zero activation energy) is affected by removing the Cu ion (apo-Az). The outcome of those changes is a thermallyactivated ETp (Fig. 3d) , over a similar temperature range as we report here, with activation energy of 320 meV (33 kJ/mol). Although the calculated activation energy for the deuterated Az is much lower than that of apo-Az, it is remarkable, because the deuterated protein still has the Cu redox centre. (40) or by denaturation of the peptide structure (41) . The unique approach that we used here allows us to experimentally investigate the role of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in the ETp process, while excluding any solvent effect, without changes in stress, and, thus, in the conformation of the studied molecule, and with very high sensitivity. Moreover, the used approach is highly sensitive to any conformational changes of the protein, as seen for example in the ETp process via bacteriorhodopsin (42), where we observed a change in the ETp magnitude as the protein undergoes minor structural change. The fact that we observed completely temperatureindependent ETp process via protium-labeled azurin suggests that there is not even minor structural change of the protein as a function of temperature.
As noted above, the KIE of an intramolecular ET process is temperature-dependent, where the KIE value should increase as the temperature decreases, up to a constant value at low temperatures, e.g., < 150 K for cytochrome c oxidation (43) or < 60 K in metalloorgano complexes (17) . Reaching such low temperatures with the common electrochemical approach for ET measurements of proteins (either with a macroscopic electrode or by nanoscale electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy) is extremely difficult. The solid-state experimental procedure that we used here allows us to reach such low temperatures. Together with the high sensitivity (large currents) that we get from using macroscopic electrodes (instead of nanoscopic ones), makes it possible to observe the high intramolecular KIE values, which were theoretically expected, experimentally. The macroscopic scale samples and electrodes not only allow detecting current densities through the protein that are up to 7 orders of magnitude smaller than what can be measured by nanoscopic, scanning probe-based technique, but also yields instant spatial averaging of the current density through the proteins. Those advantages, which lack in other approaches, are what enable the reliable measurements of the low current-densities that flow at low temperatures (as in the case of e.g., the deuterated-and apo-Az). The observed KIE reflects the high sensitivity of the solid-state ETp measurements to any change in the protein flexibility, a change that may well be very hard to observe in aqueous environment, where solvent effects can mask it.
Conclusion
The room temperature ETp rate via deuterated-Az is markedly lower than that via the protium-labeled one, and the KIE values increase considerably as the temperature decreases from 1.8 (at 340K) to 9.1 (at ≤160K). These solid-state measurements allow ex- 
